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Summary

This report presents the interim results of a historic building investigation undertaken by FAS Heritage

on behalf of the Black Isle Corporation for Castle Craig’s Preservation and Restoration (The Black Isle

Corporation).  The report presents the results of a first phase of field survey consisting of photographic

recording of the extant fabric, topographic survey of the southwest courtyard and measured survey

of the northeast block of the towerhouse and internal elevations of the southwest courtyard walls.

Fieldwork was undertaken during July 2012.

A second phase of field survey is planned for December 2012 during conditions of suppressed

vegetation when photographic, topographic and measured survey can be extended to the exterior

elevations of the courtyard walls, the remains of the northeast courtyard and the topography of the

wider environs of the complex.  A full report will be produced on completion of the second phase field

survey and analysis.

Acknowledgements

We are grateful to Wil Urquhart for his support and guidance during fieldwork and the preparation of

this interim report.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This documents presents the interim results of a historic building investigation currently being

undertaken at Castle Craig, Resolis, Ross-shire.  The investigation is being carried out on behalf of

the Black Isle Corporation for Castle Craig’s Preservation and Restoration (The Black Isle

Corporation) by FAS Heritage.  A first stage of field survey was undertaken in July 2012 and a second

stage of is planned to be undertaken in December 2012 during conditions of suppressed vegetation.

The survey programme was informed by an Historic Buildings Assessment prepared in 2008.

1.1 LOCATION AND LAND USE

Castle Craig is a ruined tower house within the

remains of a barmkin or courtyard, situated on the

northern shore of the Black Isle, overlooking the

Cromarty Firth (NGR: NH 632 638)(Figure 1; Plate

1).  The site occupies a cliff-top spur, which affords

views across the Cromarty Firth towards Alness

and the hills to the northwest.

Castle Craig is a Scheduled Monument (No.

AM3/33320) and a Grade A Listed Building (No.

14938).

1.2 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The aim of the historic building survey followed the recommendation of the Historic Building

Assessment which was to achieve an accurate survey of the site.  The recording aimed to prepare

a pre-intervention record of the extant and buried remains consisting of measured and photographic

survey, topographic survey and historic buildings analysis.  The structure is in a vulnerable condition

and the survey will contribute to the preparation of solutions for the site’s preservation.

1.3 ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A detailed survey of the documentary, cartographic and photographic evidence for the history of

Castle Craig was undertaken as part of the Historic Buildings Assessment.  The following is a digest

of that survey.

Tracing the documentary history of Castle Craig is complicated, since until the late 19th century the

site was known as Craighouse, a name shared by a number of other houses and castles in Scotland,

including examples south of Cromarty.

There are no primary documents that refer specifically to Craighouse before the mid-16th century.

However, this does not exclude the possibility that the site had a fortified dwelling on it before this

Plate 1  Castle Craig from the shore looking
southwest
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date, possibly known under a different name.  Although the visible surviving architectural elements

of the tower house are consistent with a mid-16th-century date, it is possible that the curtain wall,

currently covered in vegetation, and the collapsed southwest range are of an earlier date.

The first documented reference to Craighouse is dated 1567, on which occasion Thomas Urquhart,

acting as a witness for a marriage contract, was noted as ‘of Craighouse’ (NAS GD176/83).  Thomas

Urquhart’s will, prepared in June 1573, included Craighouse (NAS CC8/8/2).  Half of Craighouse was

to be left to his widow, Janet Monro, and the other half equally to his nephew Alexander Dougall and

his daughter Christian Urquhart.  It seems reasonable to suggest that Craighouse was constructed

or substantially reconstructed by Thomas Urquhart as his private residence in the period  c.1550 and

c.1560.

The 17th century is the earliest period in which cartographic sources are available for Craighouse.

James Gordon’s Draught of the Firths of Tayne, Cromartie and Inverness, dated c.1636-52, depicts

‘Craghous’ as a stylised tower on the southern shore of the Cromarty Firth.  The map is one of three

manuscript maps apparently prepared by Gordon from original information by the late 16th-century

cartographer Timothy Pont.  Unfortunately, no Pont map survives which shows the Cromarty Firth, but

it seems reasonable to suggest that identification used on the Gordon maps would have been that

which Pont used in the late 16th century.  The Blaeu Atlas of Scotland, 1654 only shows ‘Craghous’

in standard stylised fashion, while Collins and Moll in their coastal charts showed the ‘Craighouse’

building as a simple rectangle (Plate 5).  None of the maps can be viewed as an attempt to accurately

portray the form of Craighouse, but with Thomas Urquhart’s testament of 1573, they support the name

of the site had been established by the late 16th century.

The occupation of Craighouse by the Urquharts can be traced in the documentary evidence, perhaps

at times somewhat intermittently, until the early 18th century when John Urquhart was resident and

recommended for employment as a customs officer by the Earl of Cromarty in 1707 (NAS

GD124/15/507/1).  John appears to have been dead by 1712, when Helen Gordon is noted as relict

of him (NAS GD23/4/83).  It is currently unclear who might have occupied Craighouse after John’s

death, if the building was occupied at all.  As with many other Scottish tower houses, it is likely that

the status of Craighouse would have been in serious decline by the early 18th century, viewed as old

fashioned and inappropriate for anyone of significant social standing.

Little of the occupants of Craighouse in the later 18th century can be established from the

documentary sources.  There is some evidence to suggest that the site was being used by a farmer

in the first half of the 19th century.  In 1840 a small debt was recorded owed by James Ferguson,

farmer, of Craighouse, Cromarty to John Grant, merchant, also of Cromarty (NAS SC24/10/234).

James Ferguson’s name, again at Craighouse, appears in connection with a further debt of £3 1s. 8d.

owed to Walter Mustard in 1843 (NAS SC24/10/234).  Finally James Ferguson, still of Craighouse,

was prosecuted for the theft of trees from the woods of Navity in 1847, receiving a sentence of 20

days (NAS SC24/13A/67).  This is the last occasion that James Ferguson is noted in connection with

Craighouse, although Donald Macdonald, also a farmer is recorded as being from Craighouse in 1867

(NAS SC24/10/583).  It is not clear whether either James Ferguson or Donald Macdonald actually
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lived within the buildings of Craighouse, or perhaps used some of the structures as farm buildings.

In either case, this was the last period in which the buildings at the site were put to any use other than

a source of building stone.

By the time MacGibbon and Ross published a note and illustration of Craighouse in 1889, referring

to it by its modern name of Castle Craig, there is no suggestion that the buildings were being used

for domestic purposes as the southwest block of the towerhouse has already collapsed (MacGibbon

and Ross 1889, 465-7).  Historic photographs of the later 19th century reinforce the impression that

the site had been wholly abandoned by the 1880s, but does show that the northeast block of the tower

house was largely intact, including the newel staircase.

The condition of Castle Craig at the turn of the 20th century can be judged from further historic

photographs thought to have been taken in c.1900.  Substantial loss of masonry can be discerned at

the southwest end of the building since the 1883 photograph was taken, with the stair and part of the

gable wall containing a door opening having substantially collapsed, a condition which persists today.

Concern about the condition of the surviving remains continued throughout the 20th century during

which time the site returned to the Urquhart family.

2.0 FIELDWORK PROCEDURE

Prior to the commencement of field survey the

courtyard was overgrown primarily by bracken and

was cleared of vegetation by hand to facilitate the

photographic and topographic survey (Plate 2).

The barmkin walls remain obscured by ivy which

needs careful removal to avoid damage to

stonework.

2.1 PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY

Following vegetation clearance, photographic

recording of the site was undertaken using 35mm

monochrome and colour film; monochrome media was silver-based to ensure archival longevity.  The

films have been processed and printed at 6” x 4”.  The colour photographic survey was supported by

comprehensive colour digital coverage.  All photographs are indexed and photographic locations plans

have been prepared as part of the archive.

2.2 TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY

Detailed topographic survey of the courtyard area of Castle Craig was undertaken using a total station

theodolite using a site grid based on the Ordnance Survey National Grid and Ordnance Survey Datum.

Coded ‘strings’ of data were recorded to accurately locate breaks of slope in order to model the

Plate 2  The southwest courtyard prior to
vegetation clearance looking northeast
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courtyard area and the possible positions of buildings within it.  Further data points were recorded at

appropriate intervals across the courtyard and the resulting contour map was generated using LisCAD

software and produced at 0.10m intervals.

The topographic survey will extend beyond the remains of the courtyard to the south, west and east

and to the shoreline; this element of the survey could not be undertaken during July due to dense

cover from trees, crops and vegetation.

2.3 MEASURED SURVEY 

The first phase of measured survey at the site has concentrated on the remains of the tower house

building and courtyard walls, and has involved the preparation of plan and elevation drawings.  The

plans of each floor level were produced from a set of control stations forming part of series of closed

traverses established within and around the building where safely accessible, using a reflectorless

Total Station Theodolite (TST).  The survey has been rectified to the Ordnance Survey grid; all heights

are expressed as metres above Ordnance Datum (AOD).

A set of outline elevation drawings has been produced using instrument survey (Reflectorless TST),

combined with rectified and computer rectified photography and hand survey, depending on the

constraints of the site.  These drawings will be produced as stone-by-stone drawings in due course.

Similarly, instrument survey was used to produce a cross-section through the building.

All drawings resulting from the measured survey have been created at a scale of 1:20 in order to

achieve a dimensional accuracy of within 20mm when reproduced at 1:50.  These drawings have been

used as the basis of an archaeological study of the fabric of the site.

3.0 ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY

3.1 CASTLE COURTYARDS AND WALLS

In plan, there are two courtyards or barmkins: the larger to the southwest incorporates the tower

house range along its southeast side; the smaller abuts to the northeast.  The Historic Buildings

Assessment noted the existence of enclosing walls around the courtyards, particularly that to the

southwest which incorporates the tower house, but these structures were covered with dense

vegetation which precludes detailed inspection or interpretation.  The pre-survey vegetation clearance

provided a much clearer view of some of the fabric and has allowed for provisional architectural and

archaeological analysis.  Nevertheless the vegetation cover beyond the southwest courtyard

prevented survey and analysis of the walls and layout of the northeast courtyard; the second phase

of field survey and the full report will incorporate this feature of the site.
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3.1.1 Southwest courtyard

Northwest curtain wall

The northwest curtain wall is the seaward-facing

curtain wall and measures c.29m in length and has

an average thickness of c.0.75m (Figure 2; Plate

3).  Internally, from the southwest corner of the

courtyard, the wall is exposed to a very low level for

the first c.7.75m; partly buried with a mass of

tumble.  However, a much greater height of wall

survives externally, and although not accessible for

the first phase survey, suggests that internally there

is potential for the basement of a building

constructed against the curtain wall.  The remains

of an opening are located at c.7.75m from the

southwest corner (F1), internally measuring c.1m in width, with the embrasure narrowing to c.0.35m

on the external face of the wall (see Plate 3).  The head has been lost and much of the southwest side

of the embrasure is currently buried under wall tumble, but it apparent that the floor of the embrasure

must be at least c.1m below the current courtyard surface and therefore probably relates to the

basement storey of a range of buildings against the northwest curtain wall.  The topographic survey

reported a sudden drop in courtyard level adjacent to F1 and supports the possibility of a low-level

gunport in the courtyard wall at this point.

To the northeast of the opening (F1) the curtain wall, internally,

survives to a greater height.  Of rubble construction, the wall

incorporates two small, nearly square, embrasures (F2 and F3),

which back simple circular gunports (Plate 4 and 5).  Both gunports

lack sighting slits and, although not currently visible, probably splay

externally; a form that was introduced at the end of the 15th

century.  Further, the embrasures lack any evidence for a slot or

sockets to receive a horizontal timber sill, used on early handguns

to receive the spike in the gun’s swivel support.  The gunports are

therefore unlikely to date any earlier that the early 16th century and

are probably later.  Adjacent to the southwest gunport (F2) there

are traces of a mortar rendering on the wall.  The rendering is

probably the remains of an internal wall finish to a range of

buildings constructed against the curtain wall, rather than an

external harled surface.

Mid-point between the two gunports (F2 and F3) there is a short

section of wall that has been reduced, through collapse, to a lower level than the remaining wall.  The

collapse might have been due to a now-lost gunport opening in this position, creating a structural

weakness at that point in the wall.

Plate 3  The southwest courtyard following
vegetation clearance showing F1 on the far
left, looking northwest

Plate 4  F2 within the
northwest curtain wall (scale
1.0m)
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The northeast end of the wall returns by c.0.5m to the north, while

externally this section of wall also projects c.0.5m from the main line

of the curtain wall.  This might indicate the position of a rectangular

turret or tower, but, with this section of wall still covered in

vegetation, the precise arrangement is unclear.

Northeast curtain wall

The northwest curtain wall runs roughly on a north-south alignment

and marks the junction between the southwest and northeast

courtyards.  The form and preservation of this dividing wall is

currently uncertain as it is covered with tumble and vegetation. 

However, it probably incorporated some form of access between

the two courtyards.  The southern end of the wall joins the

southeast curtain wall, the meeting point possibly defined by a

bastion or tower.

Southeast curtain wall

The junction between the northeast and southeast curtain walls is marked by the remains of a large

circular solid bastion or tower, the inferred diameter suggested by the measured survey is c.6.25m.

Insufficient remains survive to confirm whether this was hollow at a higher level or solid throughout.

A defensive tower in this location would have provided enfilading cover along the northeast and

southwest curtain walls, a critical requirement particularly for the southeast curtain wall which is

landward facing with little topographic advantage.  The description from the Historic Environment

Record suggests this feature was an oven, although the overall dimensions suggest this is unlikely.

Between the bastion, or tower, and the tower house

to the southwest, the curtain wall incorporates two

loop openings backed by embrasures with flat

lintels and relieving arches (F4 and F5)(Plate 6).

One loop remains intact (F5), while the second has

suffered partial collapse (F4).

To the southwest of the tower house, the curtain

wall is hidden by the mass of masonry that has

collapsed from the southwest block, hall range, of

the tower house, and nothing is currently visible of

the southern corner.

Southwest curtain wall

The southwest curtain wall is formed by the southwest wall of the hall range of the tower house, for

a length of c.14m.  Beyond this point there is an apparent gap in the fabric of c.4m and then a further

section of surviving wall which connects with the northwest curtain wall.  Externally, the latter section

of walling incorporates a inverted ‘keyhole’ gunport (F6), typical of the 15th and early 16th centuries

Plate 5  F3 within the
northwest curtain wall (scale
2.0m)

Plate 6  F4 and F5 within the southeast
curtain wall
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(Plate 7).  The vertical slit was for sighting the gun

while the circular portion was for discharging the

gun through.  The embrasure that would have

served the gunport internally is currently not visible.

3.2 THE TOWERHOUSE

3.2.1 General plan

The Historic Buildings Assessment concluded that

the towerhouse consisted of two main blocks based

on a linear SW-NE arrangement.  However, vegetation clearance revealed previously obscured

remains which indicate that the towerhouse conforms to a classic L-shaped plan.

The southwest block, or hall block, has suffered the greatest collapse with the ground floor currently

buried beneath wall tumble, although likely to be largely intact under this rubble covering.  The

northeast block remains standing, although there has been some loss of masonry where the two

blocks joined.

3.2.2 Southwest block

The main long axis of the southwest hall block is

oriented NW-SE.  Although little of the fabric of the

southwest block is currently exposed the

topographic survey provides sufficient information

to judge its external size as being c.7.5m in width

and c.13.25m in length.  The southeast wall is

parallel with the southwest wall of the adjacent

block shown in historic photographs to have been

divided by the stair and landings.  The southwest

wall of the block is equally obscured apart from at

its northern end where a corner section of masonry

is visible incorporating a rebate (Plate 8).  The

remains are slight, so are difficult to interpret with confidence.  It is possible that the rebate relates to

the position of a gatehouse, the gate house passage formed by the northwest wall of the southwest

block and a return to the east by the southwest curtain wall; there is a clear interruption in the

southwest curtain wall at this point.  The rebate might have been intended to receive a drawbridge,

or simply formed a buttress to the side of the gate passage.  The gatehouse passage width would

certainly have been less than c.4m in width, judging from the visible remains, and perhaps as little

c.2m.

The only other exposed external element of the southwest block is a small stub of the northeast wall

which survives where it abuts the northeast block and the vestigial stonework of the wall at first floor

Plate 7  F6 within the southwest curtain wall

Plate 8  Rebate in the southwest curtain wall
(north)(scale 1.0m)
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level.  The lintel of a small loop opening (F7), is just

visible above rubble collapse and is positioned to

cover the main entrance to the southeast block

from the courtyard (Plate 9).  The extent of the

ground floor interior of the southwest block can also

be glimpsed through a small gap in the southwest

end of the northeast block.

The northeast and southwest blocks were linked by

a section of the building which contained the stair

and short corridors or landings. Historic

photographs of this part of the towerhouse prior to

further collapse suggests the southwest hall block

to have been of five-storeys with a garret room formed under the pitch of the roof heated by a

fireplace.

3.2.3 Northeast block

The northeast block survives to its full height with are areas of internal vaulting surviving.  Measured

survey of the remains of this block has provided new detail on the layout of the block.

Southeast elevation

At ground-floor level, the centre of the surviving elevation features

a window opening with chamfered jambs, the sill and lintel have

become detached apart from a small fragment on the northeast

side, although the lintel remains visible on the ground (F8)(Plate

10)(Figure 3 and 4).  A large area of facing masonry is also missing

above the position of the lintel, which might have incorporated a

relieving arch or further relieving lintel.  Flanking the window

opening are two small openings or gun ports which, externally, are

currently obscured by tumble (F9 and F10).  To the west the

remains of a further window lighting the stair survives (F11).

At first-floor level, the centre of the remaining elevation has a large

window opening with chamfered jambs and lintel (F18).  The jambs

retain a series of shallow cuts intended as the fixing for ironwork.

The northeast end of the elevation features a narrow loop opening

with chamfered jambs and lintel (F19).  Like the ground floor,

evidence for a window lighting the stair just survives to the

southwest of the central window (F20).  F19 has a counterpart at second-floor level with a further loop

opening between the two; the latter lights a ‘hidden’ room between the two floors.

The second floor incorporates a further large window in the centre of the elevation (F29).  The window

Plate 9  F7 gunloop in the northeast wall of
the southwest block of the towerhouse (scale
0.5m)

Plate 10  Southeast elevation
of the northeast block of the
towerhouse
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has chamfered lintel and jambs which retain the sockets for ironwork.  To the northeast is a small loop

opening with chamfered jambs and lintel, which serves a small internal room (F30).

The third floor of the southeast elevation has a further, smaller, centrally- placed window with

chamfered jambs (F39).  The lintel of the window is formed by the moulded stringcourse which

surmounts the wall head.  The window was formerly protected by an iron grill, the sockets for which

remain.  Judging by the way the sockets cut into the mouldings of both the jambs and stringcourse,

the iron grill appears to have been a later addition.  A total of three rectangular sockets remain below

the level of the stringcourse.  These probably served as putlog holes for scaffolding when the upper

part of the tower and roofing vault were constructed.  The northeast end of the tower incorporates the

remains of a bartizan turret which occupies the east corner of the tower.  The bartizan includes a small

opening or shot hole that provides flanking cover over the southeast elevation.

Much of the southeast elevation retains evidence for harling, although evidence for this surface

treatment has almost disappeared at the southwest end of the elevation.  In addition, the southwest

end of the elevation displays considerable voiding erosion to the surface of the stonework. 

Northeast elevation

The lower part of the northeast elevation of the towerhouse has no

features of note (Figure 5; Plate 11).  At third-floor level there is a

narrow corbelled parapet with cable and dog-tooth moulding

terminating in bartizans at the north and east corners of the

building.  Most of the upper parts of the bartizans have fallen.  The

parapet was reached from a small door opening, with plain jambs

and lintel, in the gable wall (F41).  The apex of the gable retains the

base of a chimneystack.

Northwest elevation

The lower part of the northwest elevation is currently covered by a

considerable depth of wall tumble and soil, which in turn has a

covering of vegetation.  Judging by what remains exposed of a

ground-floor door opening  there may be c.1.5m of the bottom of

the elevation currently covered.

At ground-floor level, the northeast end of the elevation has a rectangular recess which frames a small

drain through the wall from the interior (Figure 6; Plate 12)(F14).  Adjacent to the drain is a gunport

incorporating a sighting loop above (F15).  At the southwest end of the elevation is a further loop with

gunport below adjacent to a door opening (F16).  The door opening retains traces of a moulding on

its (cracked) lintel and jambs (F17)(see Plate 9).

At first-floor level at the northeast end of the elevation is a small shot or pistol hole.  Internally, this

small opening also serves to light a small garderobe chamber (F23).  The southwest end of the

elevation at first-floor level features a pair of windows, with chamfered jambs, flanking a rectangular

Plate 11  Northeast elevation
of the northeast block of the
towerhouse
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recess (F24 and F26).  The recess (F27) was probably intended to

take an inscribed stone panel, which has either been removed or

has fallen from position.  Second-floor level repeats the sequence

seen at first-floor level with F35, F36 and F38 respectively, except

that there is no stone panel recess.

The third floor features a bartizan at the northeast end, a window

with chamfered jambs nearly centrally positioned (F42) and the

remains of a further window at the southwest end (F44).  The

central window has small sockets cut into its jambs and lintel for an

iron grill, a retrospective alteration.  The wall head is capped with a

moulded stringcourse immediately beneath which are a series of

rectangular sockets, similar to those on the southeast elevation.

The southwest end of the elevation retains elements of a returning

wall to the northwest.

3.2.4 Internal floors

Much of the northeast block is in deteriorating condition, but it was possible to inspect the interiors and

most of the floor plans were surveyed from the collapsed southwest end.  The block consists of four

floors, with a further hidden room situated between first- and second-floor level.  All of the upper floors

appear to have accessed by the landings of the newel (circular) stair located at the southwest corner

of the surviving block.  In addition, the stair would have also served the lost southwest hall block.  Less

than a quarter of the interior stair drum survives with one fragment of a riser projecting from the

surface.  The ground floor of the stair might remain intact but is currently buried under a considerable

amount of rubble.

Ground floor

The ground floor would have originally been

reached by the door opening in the northwest

elevation (F17), covered by a pair of gun loops

(F16 and F7) all blocked by a considerable amount

of rubble.  The block is currently accessed by a

window opening with cut-down cill in the southeast

elevation (F8) with gun loops to either side (F9 and

F10)(Figure 7).  The surviving ground floor room

appears to have functioned as a kitchen, with a

large fireplace in the northeast wall (F11)(Plate 13);

the jambs and the springing for the fire opening

survive but the arch head has collapsed.  Within the

fireplace, in the northwest wall, is a large

rectangular recess, perhaps intended to take a copper for heating water (F12).  Slots are visible in

either jamb of the recess which could have taken an iron grilled shelf for the copper to sit on.

Plate 12  Southwest elevation
of the northeast block of the
towerhouse

Plate 13  Northwest springing for kitchen
fireplace F11 and copper niche F12 (scale
1.0m)
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Alternatively the recess could have been a storage place for anything that needed to be kept dry.

Some parging remains on the interior of the very large gather and flue.

The northwest wall contains a small possible drain (supporting the

use of the room as a kitchen)(F14) adjacent to a sighting loop

opening with a gunport at its base (F15)(Plate 14).  The southwest

end of the wall is obscured by a large heap of rubble.

First floor

The northeast wall of the first floor is dominated by a large

projection of masonry which contains the gather of the kitchen

fireplace at ground-floor level (Figure 8).  To the southeast of the

projection is a small chamber lit by the loop window in the southeast

wall (F19)(Plate 15).  The jamb of the doorway by which the

chamber was entered also remains against the southeast wall

(F21), although the wall in which the door was contained has been

largely lost.  A doorway in the northwest wall, adjacent to the

masonry projection of the kitchen fireplace, provides access to a

small mural chamber (F22) the vaulted ceiling height of which is

curtailed by a hidden room.  The chamber appears to have been a

garderobe provided with a ‘moss-hole’ in its north-

east wall and a small opening in its northwest to

light it (F23); the latter also served as a pistol hole.

The main first-floor room was lit by windows in the

southeast and northwest walls (F18 and F24).

There is no remaining evidence that the main room

was heated by a fireplace, although this might have

been contained in the collapsed southwest wall.  A

fire might have originally been deemed

unnecessary because of the considerable heat that

would have been provided by the proximity of the

large kitchen fireplace at ground-floor level.

The main first-floor room narrowed at the southwest end because of the presence of the newel

staircase, the landing forming a wide corridor into the southwest block.  The corridor-landing was lit

by a surviving window in the northwest elevation (F26).  The corridor was covered by a continuation

of the vault that covered the main first floor room, the scarring for the springing of the vault still visible

in the northwest wall.

Second floor

The second floor has a similar arrangement to the first floor, with a garderobe chamber in the northern

corner (F34) lit by a pistol loop (F35) and a further chamber in the south corner served by a door

Plate 14  Drain F14 and
gunloop F15 within northwest
elevation (scale 1.0m)

Plate 15  Chamber doorway F21 and
garderobe chamber F22 (scale 2.0m)
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opening (F31)(Figure 9).  The latter has a hatch formed in its floor

(F32) which provided access down into a room between first- and

second-floor levels (see Plate 15; Plate 16).  This ‘hidden’ room

would have served as a muniments room, a place to store important

documents and possessions kept dry by the presence of the of the

kitchen fireplace flue to the north.

Third floor

The third-floor plan again mirrors the arrangement on the floor

below, except that the kitchen chimney flue was incorporated into

the northeast gable of the building, providing greater floor space;

there are no garderobes or mural chambers at this level.  A door

opening in the northeast corner of the room provided access to the

bartizans and parapet walk (F41).  The third floor is covered with a

tall two-centre arched stone vault which also serves to support the

roof covering.  The rows of sockets which can be observed at the

wall head on the exterior long walls of the building can be seen to

pass through the entire thickness of the walls into the main third

floor room, thus being capable of supporting the timber centring for the construction of the tall ceiling

vault.

In plan, the southwest end also narrows to form a corridor like its counterparts below.  It was also

accessed through a door opening; one jamb of the door opening remains in the northwest elevation

(F43).  However, in contrast to the floors below, the corridor was covered with a timber floor, one joist

hole of which remains today.

4.0 INTERIM ANALYSIS

4.1 PHASING

There is slight evidence that the tower house post-dates the construction of the courtyard curtain

walls.  If the southeast curtain wall was of a contemporary date with the tower house it would be

expected that there would be some evidence for the structures to have been tied together where they

meet at the east corner of the tower house.  Constructionally this would be achieved by providing

stone toothings on the corner of the tower house to tie the fabric to the curtain wall.  However, instead,

the corner of the tower house has plain quoins.

Features on the towerhouse, including the provision of shot holes for pistols, suggest a date for its

construction no earlier than the mid-16th century.

The dating evidence from the curtain walls also suggests that they are not of one single phase of

construction.  The northwest curtain wall employs gunports of typical 16th-century form; the southeast

Plate 16  View up into the
muniments room and remains
of hatch F32 accessed from
second floor
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curtain wall has simple loop openings while the southwest curtain wall has a single inverted keyhole

type gunport typically of 15th- or early 16th-century date.  Although the archaeological relationships

between the various sections of wall are currently hidden by tumble and vegetation, it would seem that

they cannot all be of exact contemporary date.

From the current available evidence the following phasing can be suggested:

4.1.1 Phase 1

Construction of southeast, southwest and probably northeast curtain walls in the late 15th or early

16th centuries.  It is possible that the northwest curtain wall was also constructed during this period,

but subsequently either heightened or substantially remodelled in a subsequent phase of

development. The arrangement of domestic buildings within the courtyard and during this phase are

not currently known but are likely to have been ranged around the interiors of the walls.  The location

of the main gate into the courtyard in this phase is a matter of conjecture but it is was possibly

perpetuated by the position of the gate in Phase 2.

4.1.2 Phase 2

Construction of the towerhouse and heightening, remodelling or rebuilding of the northwest curtain

wall.  The features within these two elements are all consistent with a mid-16th century date.  The

construction of the towerhouse would have required the removal or remodelling of the curtain wall

around the southern corner of the courtyard.  Part of this work appears to have included either the

remodelling or reconstruction of a gatehouse at the northern end of the southwest block of the tower

house.

Currently, there is no further evidence to indicate whether any of the castle buildings were remodelled

or rebuilt after the mid-16th century.

4.2 PLAN AND LAYOUT

4.2.1 Courtyard

The layout of the southwest courtyard has become clearer as a result of the current survey.  The

southwest curtain wall appears to have incorporated the main gatehouse into the courtyard, although

it not clear whether it was a simple gate through the wall or incorporated a more elaborate gate

passage with further defensive features.

Evidence in the northwest curtain wall suggests that this side of the courtyard may have had buildings

constructed against it, the range of buildings possibly terminating with a rectangular tower at the

northern corner of the site.
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There may have been further buildings along the northeast side of the courtyard, in addition to access

to the northeast courtyard.  Certainly the topographic data report a raised sub-rectangular platform

flanking the northeast courtyard wall.  The southern side of the courtyard is predominately occupied

by the surviving northeast block of the towerhouse, although there is potential for a further building

close to the eastern corner of the site or circular plan.

The intended function of the various buildings in the courtyard cannot currently be interpreted, but it

can be surmised that there would have at least been a brew and bakehouse.  Other buildings would

have contained additional private chambers and service rooms.

4.2.2 The towerhouse

The layout of the towerhouse is now much better defined in its L-shaped plan.  The southwest block

probably contained the hall at first-floor level and service rooms on the ground floor.

The northeast block contained the private apartments, effectively serving as the chamber block or

solar wing.  The placing of a service room (the kitchen) on the ground floor of a chamber block might

appear at odds with the more usual hierarchical arrangement seen in medieval and post medieval

domestic plans.  However, the considerable practicable benefits of having sleeping chambers in close

proximity to the main source of heating, throughout the day and night, led to some pragmatic design

in the layout of rooms and the arrangement is common in Scottish tower houses.

The first floor would have contained a great chamber, an additional, more private, reception room

accessible from the hall, while the second floor probably housed the sleeping chamber.  The second

floor also provided access to a concealed muniment room, contrived between first and second floors.

The third floor would have provided additional sleeping accommodation.
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